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EXCAVATOR OWNER IS HAPPY
WITH HIS OIL CONSUMPTION

THE CHALLENGE

“I am very happy with
how the Texxon oil has
Kevin from Terrappe Group
performed in my machines.
suggested that Dean try the
After using it for the last
Texxon Hydraulic oil. This has
3 years I have reduced
been developed specifically
the quantity of oil used
for the earthmoving, forestry
and the overall running
and transport industry to
cost.. My machine is now
provide an alternate that will
a lot cleaner with less
keep your machines working
oil leaks and increased
harder for longer. This oil is
performance.”
THE TERRAPPE SOLUTION

Dean from Deano’s Diggers
was finding himself using
excessive oil with his
previous suppliers and he
was spending more money
than needed. He also had to
top up more frequently than
expected. Dean felt that
the oils were not lasting the
recommended time as well as developed using the latest
leaving his machine in quiet a additives which maintains a
mess.
higher viscosity and reduced
foaming.

Dean (Deano’s Diggers)
CHECK OUT
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1800 982 166
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GEAR UP FOR COLDER WEATHER

TEXXON
HYDRAULIC OIL HV68
205L

1430.00

$

*

INC
GST

PART NO. LUTHY101-205L
Bulk buy two - Heavy duty, High Viscosity 68
grade Hydraulic oil engineered to operate in
extreme heat while improving efficiency and
performance of your equipment.

TEXXON
TRACTRANS OIL 205L

1675.00

$

*

INC
GST

PART NO. LUTTRD3-205L
Bulk Buy two- Universal transmission oil to suit most
makes and models. Formulated to meet the demanding
conditions of the Australian environment and keep your
machines working harder for longer..

*Valid until 31st July 2017 or while stocks last. Special Pricing Ex Works.
Not valid with any other offer. All prices include GST. Pictures for illustration purposes only.
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